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The Garden of
Proserpine
for soprano solo, chorus and orchestra

Ralph Vaughan Williams
Words by

Algernon Charles Swinburne
Ralph Vaughan Williams’ setting of Swinburne’s The
Garden of Proserpine was composed between 1897 and
1899, about the same time that he was working on A
Cambridge Mass for his doctoral thesis which is also adventurous in
treatment of the orchestra. Proserpine is scored for soprano solo, chorus and
orchestra and lasts about 25 minutes. The poem is uncut but Vaughan Williams
made three slight changes in the text (probably only slips of his pen and of no
significance). Proserpine was goddess of the underworld in Greek mythology and
Swinburne describes the garden where the dead dwell.
Of all the hitherto unpublished Vaughan Williams works, this seems to be the nearest in
style to the composer who was to write A Sea Symphony (Vocal Score Ref D47 £10.25) and
Toward the Unknown Region (Vocal Score Ref D49 £5.95). The work is dominated by a
memorable adagio theme introduced by the strings in the ninth bar and recalled at climactic
moments. Some of the themes derive from it, contributing to the air of decay and sadness
but at the same time avoiding morbidity. The ending, fading into silence, is echt–VW.
Anyone hearing this beautiful work for the first time will be mystified that its composer
should have abandoned it without, apparently, making any effort to have it performed. He
never even mentioned it in correspondence.
Vocal Score (Ref D101)

£7.00

Full Score and Parts available for Hire (Ref HL401)
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HERBERT HOWELLS
2017 marks not only the 125th anniversary of the
birth of Herbert Howells, but also the centenary of his
composition ‘Three Pieces for Violin and Piano’ (Ref
H405 £7.25).
Violinist Madeleine Mitchell has been playing these
often internationally in the past few years, first in St
Petersburg in 2013, appropriately enough since the
third piece is Luchinushka, subtitled ‘A Lament’,
founded on a Russian folk tune, coinciding with the
year of the Russian Revolution. This was followed by
performances on an extensive US tour in 2015, with
local pianists in New York State, Vermont, Florida,
Texas, Colorado and San Francisco. After playing
Portrait of Herbert Howells
them at the Moscow Conservatoire with Rustem
by Leonard Boden (1974)
Kudoyarov, these artists performed Luchinushka live
Royal College of Music, London
on BBC Radio 3 In Tune programme last July prior to
Mitchell’s recital at the Dartington International Summer School and Festival of the three pieces
with Masahiro Yamaguchi.
In January, Madeleine took the ‘Three Pieces’ to India and Sri Lanka, supported by the Herbert
Howells Trust, including recitals for Poona Music Society, ChildsPlay charity benefit concert in
Goa and at the Russian Cultural Centre. She explained to audiences that the second piece,
Chosen, is the nickname for Churchdown, the town in Gloucestershire from where Howells’
wife came; it is dedicated to Dorothy, was played at their wedding and is rather like a hymn
tune. The first piece, Pastorale was completed on Christmas Day 1917 – Mitchell describes it as
‘a hauntingly muted opening to these three exquisite works written during World War 1’.
Howells was Director of Music at St Paul’s Girls’
School (where Madeleine’s first teaching job was as
Head of Strings) and for 60 years at the Royal
College of Music, where Madeleine has been a
professor for 22 years.
Herbert lived in Barnes from 1946 until shortly
before his death. In March, Madeleine, accompanied
by pianist Marc Verter, brought these pieces ‘home’,
100 years after their composition, in a concert held
in St Mary’s Church as part of Barnes Music
Festival.
Handwritten lists of works by Howells show the
importance he attached to getting the balance of
pieces right. At one stage there were to have been
four in the set (sometimes called Phantasies for
violin).
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BACK STORY
Henry Lee (1533–1611) was the Member of Parliament for Buckinghamshire on four occasions
between 1558 and 1572. However, his main claim to fame was from 1570 when he became
Queen Elizabeth I’s champion. Ten years later, the Queen appointed Henry as Master of the
Armoury – a post he held until his death.
As the Queen’s Champion, Henry devised the most important
festival of the Elizabethan court. The Accession Day tilts were
held annually on 17th November.

Sir Henry Lee
by Antonis Mor (1568)

In 1580, Lee purchased the Ditchley estate in Oxfordshire when
he was made the Ranger of the Wychwood Forest. This was the
royal forest based around the hunting lodge at Woodstock. The
Queen visited Henry at his estate in 1592, and the Ditchley
portrait of the Queen by Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger was
commissioned to mark the visit. The picture, which, until 1932,
hung in the rebuilt house, is now in the possession of the National
Portrait Gallery. It shows the Queen with her foot on Oxfordshire
and her toe resting on Ditchley.

Although many of the Queen’s courtiers went bankrupt building new houses
in the hope of a visit by Her Majesty, others suffered a similar fate by
hosting the royal entourage. The story goes that the Queen was annoyed at
Sir Henry having an alliance with one of her Ladies-in-Waiting without her
permission and so stayed much longer at Ditchley than Lee had envisaged,
putting the host to considerable extra expense. He was later noted for his
refusal to entertain the Queen on a second occasion on the grounds of cost.
When Sir Henry retired as Queen’s Champion in 1590, a lavish pageant was
mounted in his honour. In his late fifties, Lee’s days for wearing armour had
long passed, and George Peele noted such in the ayre ‘His Golden
Locks’ (His helmet now shall make a hive for bees). The ayre was set to
music by John Dowland and sung at the tilt by Robert Hales.
His golden locks Time hath to silver turn’d.
O Time too swift, O swiftness never ceasing!
His youth ’gainst Time and Age hath ever spurn’d,
But spurn’d in vain; youth waneth by increasing.
Beauty, strength, youth are flow’rs but fading seen:
Duty, faith, love are roots and ever green.

Suit of armour
belonging
to Sir Henry Lee

His helmet now shall make a hive for bees,
And lover’s sonnets turn to holy psalms:
A man-at-arms must now serve on his knees,
And feed on prayers which are Age’s alms:
But though from Court to cottage he depart,
His Saint is sure of his unspotted heart.

And when he saddest sits in homely cell,
He’ll teach his swains this carol for a song,
Blest be the hearts that wish my Sovereign well,
Curst be the soul that think her any wrong.
Goddess, allow this aged man his right,
To be your bedesman now that was your knight.
George Peele
Reproduced from The First Book of Ayres by John Dowland.
Edited by Edmund Fellowes. Revised by Thurston Dart
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Ref LS1 £13.50

TROOPING THE COLOUR
Flags have been used for centuries as a rallying point for troops on the battlefield. To enable the
soldiers to recognise their regiment’s colours, the flag would be slowly ‘trooped’ between the
ranks. The loss of the colour, or the capture of an enemy’s colour, was regarded as the greatest
shame or the greatest glory on a battlefield.
Since 1748 the ceremony of Trooping the Colour has been held on Horse Guards Parade to
mark the official birthday of the monarch. The Queen’s birthday is on 21st April but her official
birthday this year is on 17th June. Her Majesty is thus unable to join us at our Open House day.
Tickets for the event are hard to come by. However, tickets for the two rehearsals on the
Saturdays prior to the ceremony are more easy to obtain. The first rehearsal is the Major
General’s Review, and that on the following week, the Colonel’s Review. Although rehearsals
commence in April, the Major General’s Review is the first time that all the troops, musicians
and horses come together and in some ways is the most interesting of the three events since
things can go wrong and horses ‘retired’ from the scene for misbehaving!

TWO MARCHES
FOR ORGAN
Victory Parade
&
New Victoria

Joe Marsh

The colour – this year that of the 1st Battalion of Irish
Guards – is trooped before the ranks to marches both in
slow and quick time. At the end of the ceremony, the Queen
is accompanied by 1,000 marching soldiers and 400
musicians up The Mall to Buckingham Palace, where, later
in the day, the Royal Family watch a flypast from the
balcony.
Pictured on the cover of Two Marches for Organ by Joe
Marsh (Ref H493 £6.50) is one of the many bands at the
ceremony. Now retired, Joe is a chartered accountant by
profession, but the theatre organ has been his lifetime’s
vocation, in his varied roles as player, composer, technician, archivist and researcher.

Joe’s love of the instrument may well indeed be part of his bloodline, for his father was a
professional organ builder, and Joe himself, having studied the piano from an early age, rapidly
progressed to mastery of the console. He assisted his father in restoring to prime condition the
Compton theatre pipe organ in the Odeon/
Black’s Regal Theatre, Byker, where he was
theatre organist from 1963 to 1969, playing
for all shows and intermissions. In the 1960s
and 1970s he also appeared regularly as
organist at the Odeon/Paramount and
Essoldo Theatres, Newcastle upon Tyne, and
relief organist at the Odeon/Black’s Regal
Theatre, Gateshead. Since then, his
reputation as performer, recording artist and
broadcaster, not least on the acclaimed BBC
Radio programme ‘The Organist Entertains’,
has extended beyond the UK to the USA.
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OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY 17TH JUNE 2017
2.30 – 5pm

The March of the Guards to Finchley
William Hogarth
To celebrate the 110th anniversary in the continuing story of Stainer & Bell, we are throwing
open our doors to all readers of The Bell on Saturday 17th June between 2.30 and 5.00pm.
Besides both food and drink, there will be entertainment using the various musical instruments
housed in the premises.
Gruneisen Road is opposite the entrance to Victoria Park in Ballards Lane, Finchley, London,
(SatNav N3 1LS). Buses 82, 125 and 460 stop nearby and the nearest tube stations are Finchley
Central and West Finchley — both on the High Barnet branch of the Northern Line. Parking is
not available in Gruneisen Road itself, but it should be possible to park in nearby streets.
We hope to see many friends of the company and make new ones at the Open House. If you are
able to join us, please email richard@stainer.co.uk or telephone 0208 343 3303 as soon as possible so that we can ensure that you are welcomed, fed and watered.
The painting of 1750 by William Hogarth depicts a fictional rallying of the troops at Tottenham
Court Road in preparation for a march to Finchley to defend the capital from the Jacobites in
their 1745 second rebellion.
The painting was intended as a gift to King George II, but, as Hogarth portrayed the soldiers in
a humorous light, the King was insulted by the apparent jab at his armies lack of both training
and discipline and refused to accept the canvas.
This celebrated painting was gifted to the Thomas Coram Foundling Hospital and remains in
their museum in London.
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Il Buranello
The island of Torcello lies among other
long inhabited islands in the lagoon near
Venice. It was one of the first of the
islands to be inhabited as residents of the
mainland fled from the Goths as they
fought their way south towards Rome.
Growing into a thriving community, at
one stage it had a population of around
20,000. Nowadays the figure is just sixty,
which is supplemented daily by visitors to
the Byzantine cathedral of Santa Fosca.

Santa Fosca, Torcello

From the top of the campanile can be seen the adjacent
island of Burano. In sharp contrast to the desolate Torcello,
Burano is full of brightly coloured houses and a church
with a bell tower with an alarming tilt from the
perpendicular. The islanders were famous for lace-making.
In the sixteenth century the delicate lace was the most
sought after in Europe and known as punto in aria (points
in the air) The whole area suffered an economic slump in
the eighteenth century and the skill almost died out. In
1872 a lace-making school was founded, although
authentic Burano lace is hard to find in the many shops
lining the Via Baldassare Galuppi.
The composer Baldassare Galuppi was born in 1706 in the
shadow of the leaning campanile when Burano was part of
the Venetian Republic. Galuppi’s works are often signed
‘Il Buranello’, thus identifying him with the place of his
birth.

Brightly coloured streets
and church, Burano

In the season of 1741–42, about the time Handel left London for Dublin where Messiah was to
have its first performance, Galuppi went to London as director of Italian opera in the King’s
Theatre in the Haymarket. He returned to London in the same capacity the following year when,
according to Burney, the famous eighteenth-century music historian and critic, his works
showed greater maturity and introduced to the public new techniques and styles.

Private chapel of the Doge, Venice

After this, except for short engagements, he
remained in Venice teaching, directing and
composing, until 1794. Then, due to the increasing
success of his works for church and stage,
Catherine II honoured him by an invitation to
spend three years in Russia as court composer, in
which capacity he was to produce an opera, church
music, and chamber music. At the termination of
this employment he returned to Venice as maestro
di cappella in the private chapel of the Doge.
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Statue of Baldassare Galuppi, Burano

The sonatas for keyboard instruments (Ref 6628 £9.50)
here represented are selected from a large number copied
or collected on microfilm from various European
libraries. A real effort was made to choose for this
publication those which are most satisfying and effective
in performance. They are worth knowing for their
representative eighteenth-century style, their lyricism,
charm, vivacity, humour, elegance; and even for their
adventurous use of form.
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A weighty tome
Measuring 16½ x 12 inches, and weighing 3.375kg, the latest Early English Church Music
volume, ‘English Thirteenth-Century Polyphony’, (Ref EC57 £180.00), is certainly much
more than a ‘coffee table’ book.
This is the third facsimile collection to be published in the EECM series. The aim of the
volume is to assemble within the covers of one publication, a useful set of facsimiles of the
extant remains of thirteenth-century English polyphonic music from thirteenth-century
sources of English origin. The large page layout adopted enables almost all the
manuscripts to be reproduced in full size for direct comparison of different sources, layouts
and dimensions.
As an area of scholarly research, thirteenth-century English music, whether sacred or
secular, monophonic or polyphonic, has long languished in the shadow of the
achievements of thirteenth-century France. Yet it was precisely in this century that the
homogeneity of Anglo-French intellectual and high art culture in a geographical zone
across northern France and England most decisively began to fragment in a process of
‘subregional differentation’. This process is much better understood in respect to
manuscript illumination, sculpture, stained glass, architecture and the academic
achievements of the nascent English universities, for instance, than in respect to music.
Neglect of the thirteenth-century English repertoire in favour of the French has many
causes, including the anonymity of its insular composers, its religious subject matter and
performance milieu, and the vagaries of academic fashion over the last century. Above all,
however, has loomed the problems of the sources of English music, which are large in
number but extremely fragmentary as a rule. They yield few clues about size, ordering of
contents, provenance, or age. Moreover, only a small fraction of the musical compositions
they document are integral works or damaged but restorable; the great majority are
represented by isolated pages or smaller strips and patches containing tantalizing but
unperformable portions of single voices or irregular segments of works in score.
This publication cannot redress all of these difficulties, but it
attests to the quality and depth of the polyphonic traditions
during the long reigns of Henry III and his son Edward I,
when the music of English high culture achieved a technical
autonomy from the common international Anglo-French
repertoire of the period. Assembling a set of facsimiles of the
extant remains of native origin, it comprises images of more
than sixty sources of thirteenth-century polyphony, including
the Reading rota, the conductus-rondellus Flos regalis, and
the Worcester fragments, here reunited from three codices.

King Edward I in Westminster Abbey
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LIMERICK COMPETITION
WINNERS

The competition, held in the Winter 2016/17 edition of The Bell, received more entries
than ever before, and was consequently the most difficult to judge. In the end we decided
to award the ‘valuable’ prizes of book, DVD and CD of Florence Foster Jenkins to
Alexander Blustin from Cambridge, Anthony Burton from Barnet and Valerie ByromTaylor from Newbury. Congratulations to you all.
Thanks to everyone who entered the competition. We had much fun in reading the
limericks and will print more entries in future editions of The Bell.

A singer was terribly sure
That her public had come to adore;
But after the woe
Of Florence’s show
They were rolling around on the floor.

A singer called Florence F- J,
Attempted to hit a top A.
She gave it a shot
With all that she’d got,
But missed by a very long way.

Alexander Blustin

Anthony Burton

A singer whose voice was so deep,
Tried high notes and failed in the leap.
But help was at hand,
On her feet she did land
In a film where she’s played by Miss Streep.
Valerie Byrom-Taylor
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SOUND BYTES
94 songs for the 21st Century

Bursts with creativity

Full music (Ref B856) £14.25 Words only (Ref B857) £2.70
As well as offering up a song for almost any theme you may be
planning, the book bursts with creativity; music and words are
enormously varied in their style, but the quality is consistently
high and as you read the book you’ll find plenty that you will want
to take as starting points. This song book deserves to appear on the
shelf of everyone who plans worship with children. There is music
here to give inspiration and fun to singers and musicians and there
are words to bring heartfelt needs and aspirations to expression.
Steve Pearce

Together with children

Our world is one world:
The thoughts we think affect us all –
The way we build our attitudes,
With love or hate, we make
A bridge – or wall.

Our world is one world:
Its ways of wealth affect us all –
The way we spend, the way we share,
Who are the rich or poor,
Who stand or fall?

Our world is one world,
Just like a ship that bears us all –
Where fear and greed make many holes,
But where our hearts can hear
A different call.
Cecily Taylor
Words and music © Stainer & Bell Ltd
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Gondoliera

Squero di San Trovaso (pictured above) is the oldest of the five remaining gondola workshops
in Venice. Its somewhat Tyrolean appearance dates from the days when the boat builders came
from the Cadore area of the Dolomites.
Originally designed to transport goods, gondolas are now primarily used for the pleasure of
tourists. Their flat bottoms and slim hull make them ideal for navigating the narrow and shallow
canals. Taking three months to manufacture, and costing well in excess of £10,000, the gondola
is made using nine woods – beech, cherry, elm, fir, larch, lime, mahogany oak and walnut and
comprises of more than 280 pieces. Its asymmetrical shape (the prow is 9½ inches wider on the
left than on the right) enables the gondolier to row standing with the single oar on the right hand
side.
There are around 400 gondoliers plying their trade in
Venice. Local legend states that they were born with
webbed feet to enable them to walk on water. William
Henry Squire’s Gondoliera for cello and piano evokes the
dreamy magic of Venice and the barcarolles of Chopin,
Fauré, Liszt and Mendelssohn. Performers and audiences
who enjoy the three ‘Venetian gondola songs’ in
Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worte will certainly derive
pleasure from Squire’s illustration of the watery half-light
of the lagoon at dusk or daybreak and the chiaroscuro of a
contrasting, brighter middle section in G major. Though
not challenged technically beyond an intermediate level of
difficulty of around Grade 6, cellists ideally must project
the melody with truly vocal poise and bel canto spirit in
this short work that is a real treasure for amateur and
professional players alike.
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Gondoliera
for
Cello and Piano

W H Squire
Ref H485 £5.95

Stainer & Bell

Though much to be feared, dragons by
definition are rarely encountered, living
at the furthest corners of the known
world, or further even than that. As Bilbo
Baggins discovered, to go in search of
one can be an epic journey, and though
Christopher Maxim, composer of the
popular Toccata Nuptiale for organ (Ref
H446 £5.75), does not reveal whether
Smaug, or Fafner, or Grendel slain by
Beowulf, or the dragon slain by St
George, is the particular beast in view,
Here be Dragons! (Ref H488 £7.00) has
the dramatic atmosphere of an adventure
to remote and mystical places. Darkly
chromatic roulades for clarinet, perhaps
the creature’s fiery breath, set the scene
for an exciting duet on a gripping theme
that stalks through the music in a variety
of menacing variations, including a
dragonish fugue. In the energetic arpeggios and trills that embellish the tune
there is much for players of around Grade
8 standard to relish, in a showpiece that
will undoubtedly lend enchantment to
any concert.
NW
Here be Dragons! was originally composed for double bass and piano and was, almost immediately, adapted for clarinet in A, the versions premièred by Antonia Mott on 21st March 2014. It
was further adapted for clarinet in B flat at the request of Stainer & Bell.
Lasting around seven minutes, this is a lovely showpiece full
of colourful writing. Embellished scales and arpeggios are a
particular feature, with some interesting chromatic writing.
Following a mysterious opening, during
which the dragon seems to awaken gradually
with rising and falling chromatic scales, the
main 6/8 theme is dance-like and energetic in
mood, though moderately paced. It passes
through a variety of keys and there is a
spooky fugue-like passage part way through.
Rhythmically it is fairly straightforward with
some repetition, and the highest note is D flat
just above the stave. Described as a piece for
approximately Grade 8 players, my feeling is
that it could easily be enjoyed by Grade 6-7
players too.
Carol Taylor

Clarinet and Saxophone Magazine
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The office of the Lord Mayor of London was instituted in 1189 and is one of the oldest
continuously elected civic offices in the world. An apolitical appointment and with no salary,
the Lord Mayor’s main role nowadays is to represent and promote the businesses and
residents of the City of London.
Although elected for a one-year term, the first Lord Mayor, Henry Fitz-Ailwin de
Londonestone served 24 terms between 1189 and 1212. Sir Richard (‘Dick’) Whittington
served for four terms – in 1397, 1398, 1406 and 1419. The last individual to serve multiple
terms was Sir Robert Fowler, elected in 1883 and 1885.
The current Lord Mayor is Dr Andrew Parmley. A musician, he regularly plays the organ at
St James Garlickhythe. Born in Manchester in 1956 he was educated at Blackpool Grammar
School, Manchester and London Universities and Jesus College Cambridge. He is a Fellow
of the Royal College of Organists and Trinity College London as well as being an Honorary
Fellow of the Guildhall School of Music and Drama.
Andrew Parmley’s career started as Director of Music at Forest School, near Snaresbrook,
thence to South Hampstead High School and the Grey Coat Hospital in Westminster and he
is, at present, Principal of The Harrodian School in West London.
Having been sworn in at the ‘Silent Ceremony’ (no speeches are made), the outgoing Lord
Mayor passes over the mayoral insignia – the seal, sword, purse and mace to the new
incumbent. The following day the Lord Mayor travels in the City’s state coach, built in 1757
at the cost of £1,065.0s.3d, in a procession from the Mansion House to the Royal Courts of
Justice in the Strand in the City of Westminster to swear an oath of allegiance to the Crown.
Travelling from the City of London into The City of Westminster, the Lord Mayor passes
where once was one of the gates into the City – Temple Bar. The ornamental entrance
erected by Sir Christopher Wren was removed in 1878 to enable the widening of the road.
The gate was bought by the brewer, Henry Meux and erected at his home, Theobalds Park in
Hertfordshire, where it remained until being re-erected at Paternoster Square by St Paul’s
Cathedral in 2004.
The original position of the
gate was marked by the
Victorians with a pedestal
decorated with statues of
Queen Victoria and her son,
the Prince of Wales – the last
two royals to pass through
Wren’s gate. It is surmounted
by a dragon by Charles Bell
Birch. It is here that the Lord
Mayor symbolically offers a
monarch visiting the City
with the Sword of State as a
demonstration of loyalty.
Temple Bar at Paternoster Square
©Lonpicman
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Temple Bar Memorial
Photograph by Mike Pell
www.mikepeel.net

A prolific composer of vocal music and a
master of English word-setting, Charles
Villiers Stanford (1852–1924) drew widely
on poetry both canonical and contemporary
for his partsongs, madrigals and lieder. An
anthology of his chosen texts would include
those of Tennyson, Bridges, Browning,
Stevenson and Whitman, of Byron, Keats,
Milton and Shakespeare, as well as ones by
now forgotten writers such as W. M. Letts,
Moira O’Neill and Edmond Holmes.
Ostensibly of this latter group, though of a
talent more worthy of enduring recognition,
was Mary Elizabeth Coleridge (1861–1907).
A great-grandniece of the author of ‘The
Rime of the Ancient Mariner’, she ‘never
came before the public under her own
name’. However, on the evidence of these
eight partsongs of 1910, she was admired by
a small and discerning Victorian artistic
circle including Browning, Millais and the
actress Fanny Kemble.
Stanford was surely one of those in this exclusive orbit who, after Mary’s death aged 45,
mourned the premature loss of a sensitive and original spirit, and was moved to commemorate it
in music. If L’oiseau bleu and ‘The Witch’ had been known to him from their first appearance
in small collections issued in the 1890s, their inclusion in the posthumously published complete
poetry may have inspired the composition of two choral cycles, Opus 119 and Opus 127, sixteen
partsongs in all, the earlier collection including as its third item that jewel of English musical
romanticism, ‘The Blue Bird’ – described by Stanford’s biographer Jeremy Dibble as ‘an
inimitable vision of the eternal’.
As excellent in all perfection as ‘The Blue Bird’ will ever be esteemed, however, its quality by
no means diminishes the stature of its companion settings, nor indeed their cumulative effect as
a choral suite powerfully unified by Coleridge’s poetic voice and Stanford’s complementary
music. Indeed, the poet’s talent to articulate a singular moment of perception makes them ideal
texts for music.
Whether by accident or intention, Stanford in his Opus 119 retitled a number of the poems. ‘The
Contents of an Ink Bottle’ is merely abbreviated. ‘Farewell, my joy’ was originally ‘Hail and
Farewell’, and ‘The Swallow’ untitled; and ‘My heart in thine’ rejects the original ‘Song’ for
the last (rather than first) line of the poem. Another textual point: for ‘Chillingham’, the
composer set only the second of its three parts.
CONTENTS
5. The Inkbottle
6. The Swallow
7. Chillingham
8. My heart is thine

1. The Witch
2. Farewell, my joy
3. The Blue Bird
4. The Train
Ref D104 £6.75
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Two bass players were engaged for a run of Carmen. After a
couple of weeks, they each agreed to take an afternoon off in
turn to go and watch the matinee performance from the front
of house.
for

Double Bass and Piano

Joe duly took his break to watch the opera.

Bryan Kelly

Back in the pit that evening, his colleague asked how it was.

by

‘Great’ says Joe. ‘You know that bit where the music goes
‘BOOM Boom Boom Boom’ – well there are some guys up
top singing a terrific song about a Toreador at the same time.’

Ref H489 £7.00
Q. Why do double bass players stand for long periods
outside people’s houses?
A. They can’t find the key and they don’t know when
to come in.
Q. How do you make a double bass sound in tune?
A. Chop it up and make it into a xylophone.
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Please hand this order form to your local sheet music shop. However, in case of
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